•The VLBI distances are compared with the P-L relation from Whitelock & Feast (2000) M k = 0.84 -3.47 log P 
Background
• High mass loss at the Asymptotic Giant Branch (AGB) produces Circumstellar Envelopes (CSEs) around late type stars.
• Different maser species (OH, H 2 O, SiO) are important probes to the kinematics and dynamics of CSEs.
• OH masers are found at a few hundred to a thousand AU from the central star.
Maser Astrometry

Goals:
• Proper identification of the location of the different maser species
• Most CSE results assume the location of star • Parallax distances to obscured stars • At 8kpc: π=0.125 mas • Galaxy dynamics
• 10 km/s at 8 kpc: µ=0.250 mas/yr • Stellar astrophysics, binaries, planets • Reference frame ties
Needs:
• Good understanding of how the masers move w.r.t. the star • positional tie < 1 AU • Persistent masers for long term monitoring
• careful for effects of stellar pulsations
Amplified Stellar Image
• Describes the amplification of the stellar radio-sphere by the maser screen in front of the star. (Norris et al., 1984; Vlemmings et al., 2001) • results in compact, bright maser spot at most blue shifted side of the maser spectrum • But: not all stars show bright blue shifted spot
VLBI Astrometry
Phase Referencing
• Determine maser positions with respect to extra-galactic calibrators • Key requirements are to calibrate phase of the system and to remove ionospheric phase fluctuations:
• Nodding calibrator: Strong, compact source used to calibrate system and remove gross ionospheric phase fluctuations • In-Beam calibrator: Within the same primary beam and observed simultaneously with the maser, used to calibrate differential ionospheric phase fluctuations between the nodding calibrator and the maser line of sight.
Abstract Abstract
We have carried out observations with the VLBA to measure the parallaxes of Mira variables. Recently we have improved our technique by making use of nearby, in-beam calibrators. Additionally, the observing conditions have improved during solar minimum. We are able to improve the distance estimates significantly for a fraction of our sample (U Her, S CrB and RR Aql). The distances of these stars are of fundamental importance for studying the physical properties of AGB with high mass loss. • ~1 mas using in-beam calibration (an angular separation of less than 20' between calibrator and target source)
Motion fitting results
• increases to few mas when separation increases 
